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Abstract
We address two shortcomings in online travel time estimation methods
for congested urban traffic. The first shortcoming is related to the determina-
tion of the number of mixture modes, which can change dynamically, within
day and from day to day. The second shortcoming is the wide-spread use
of Gaussian probability densities as mixture components. Gaussian densi-
ties fail to capture the positive skew in travel time distributions and, con-
sequently, large numbers of mixture components are needed for reasonable
fitting accuracy when applied as mixture components. They also assign posi-
tive probabilities to negative travel times. To address these issues, this paper
derives a mixture distribution with Gamma component densities, which are
asymmetric and supported on the positive numbers. We use sparse estima-
tion techniques to ensure parsimonious models and propose a generalization
of Gamma mixture densities using Mittag-Leffler functions, which provides
enhanced fitting flexibility and improved parsimony. In order to accommo-
date within-day variability and allow for online implementation of the pro-
posed methodology (i.e., fast computations on streaming travel time data),
we introduce a recursive algorithm which efficiently updates the fitted dis-
tribution whenever new data become available. Experimental results using
real-world travel time data illustrate the efficacy of the proposed methods.
Keywords: Multi-modal travel time distributions; sparse modeling; Mittag-
Leffler density; data-driven traffic analytics.
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1 Introduction
Travel times are among the prime measures of traffic and travel performance in con-
gested road networks. They are critical inputs in a variety of route planning applications
and can vary dramatically from one location to another and by time of day. This vari-
ability is a key factor in assessing the reliability of traffic routes. Many factors contribute
to travel time variability including uncertainty about network supplies and demands,
driver behavior, and queueing dynamics at traffic signals [Du et al., 2012, Ramezani and
Geroliminis, 2012, 2015].
Travel time modeling and estimation remains an active area of research in Transporta-
tion Science: Kharoufeh and Gautam [2004] derived a stochastic model for travel time on
a freeway link. Carey and Ge [2005a] established conditions for a well-behaved travel
time model, and further proposed a discretized model and analyzed its convergence
properties to the celebrated LWR model [Carey and Ge, 2005b]. Ghiani and Guerriero
[2014] showed that any continuous piecewise-linear travel time model can be generated
by an appropriate Ichoua, Gendreau, Potvin (IGP) model [Ichoua et al., 2003], and pro-
vided an efficient method for learning the parameters via solving a linear system of equa-
tions. Go´mez et al. [2016] introduced a model for vehicle routing problems with stochas-
tic travel and service times (VRPSTT). Zheng et al. [2017] developed an analytical model
that captures travel time dynamics and variability in urban signalized arterials.
We present a data-driven methodology for learning travel times modeled as a mix-
ture of densities. This approach is well suited to congested urban networks, where trip
information (times and positions) is only available for the vehicle transmitting the in-
formation (e.g., from taxis or car-sharing service providers) and information about other
traffic characteristics (such as traffic volumes, speeds of other vehicles, and traffic control
settings) is not available. The goal is to estimate travel time distributions in this (com-
mon) type of setting.
Along expressways (uninterrupted traffic facilities), travel time distributions are typ-
ically well captured by unimodal functions such as the lognormal distribution [Richard-
son and Taylor, 1978, Rakha et al., 2006, Pu, 2011, Arezoumandi, 2011], the Gamma dis-
tribution [Polus, 1979, Kim and Mahmassani, 2014, 2015] and the Weibull distribution
[Al-Deek and Emam, 2006]. In urban settings with traffic signals, travel time distribu-
tions tend to have multiple modes. Along high-speed arterials and expressways with
stop-and-go traffic, they are well represented by bi-modal distributions [Hofleitner et al.,
2012a, Kazagli and Koutsopoulos, 2013, Ji and Zhang, 2013, Feng et al., 2014]. In con-
gested networks with spillover dynamics, one tends to observe more than two modes
[Rakha et al., 2011, Hofleitner et al., 2012b, Hunter et al., 2013, Yang et al., 2014]. To ac-
count for this multi-modality of travel time distributions, researchers resort more and
more to mixture modeling [Guo et al., 2010, Wan et al., 2014, Rahmani et al., 2015]. The
Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [Redner and Walker, 1984] and Bayesian tech-
niques are widely used to estimate mixture model parameters. The Bayesian approach
applies Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques to solve the estimation problem
and is known to be computationally demanding [Chen et al., 2014]. As a result, the ma-
jority of prevalent methods utilize the EM algorithm, which is most suitable for Gaussian
mixtures. The concern with computation times stems from a need for real-time estima-
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The symmetric shape of Gaussian densities is in contrast to the conventional (and em-
pirically supported) representation of travel time distributions using distributions with
positive skew [Emam and Al-Deek, 2006, Fosgerau and Fukuda, 2012, Jenelius and Kout-
sopoulos, 2013, Xu et al., 2014, Kim and Mahmassani, 2015, Jenelius and Koutsopoulos,
2015, Taylor, 2017]. When the underlying distributions are skewed and the mixture com-
ponents are not, a large number of components is needed for accurate estimation of travel
time distributions. This can adversely impact parsimony of the model. Another disad-
vantage that comes with adopting Gaussian mixture components is that the resulting
probability distribution has negative travel times in its support. This feature is unavoidable
and particularly problematic for travel time estimation over short segments that have
high variability.
Traditional mixture modeling requires a priori knowledge of the number of mix-
ture components. This is a major limitation in the context of travel time estimation,
since the number of components and their parameters changes throughout the day. The
problem of determining the optimal number of components has been addressed by re-
searchers in various fields through sparse density estimators using support vector ma-
chines [Mukherjee and Vapnik, 1999], penalized histogram difference criteria [Lin et al.,
2013], and orthogonal forward regression [Chen et al., 2004, 2008]. In the transportation
literature, the number of components is typically determined by seeking sparse (i.e., par-
simonious) solutions to problems with large numbers of candidate components [Hofleit-
ner et al., 2013, 2014].
This paper proposes a mixture density estimation approach for real-time estimation
of travel time distributions. Our analysis substantially extends and expands our previ-
ous work [Dilip et al., 2017]. We derive a suitable form for the mixture distribution from
fundamentals of macroscopic traffic theory. The source of uncertainty about travel times
can be interpreted as an absence of knowledge about detailed traffic conditions along the
travel routes in question, which is represented by random traffic density profiles. We
demonstrate that, for any equilibrium pace function (defined as the reciprocal of an equi-
librium speed relation), the distribution of travel times can be captured by a mixture of
Gamma probability density functions. The parameters of the mixture component densi-
ties can be tuned a priori, whence the estimation problem focuses on finding estimates
for the mixture weights. The Gamma probability densities overcome the issues men-
tioned above pertaining to Gaussian mixtures, since the Gamma component densities
have positive support and can have asymmetric shapes (i.e., they are more flexible).
To further enhance parsimony, we devise a richer set of component densities (with
variable location and scale parameters) that can be combined to capture a wide variety
of travel time distributions. This is achieved by generalizing the Gamma densities us-
ing Mittag-Leffler functions. Subsequently, the problem becomes one of choosing those
mixture components that most closely capture the empirical distributions. We propose
the use of an `1−regularizer, which is known to promote sparsity [Tibshirani, 1996] and
demonstrate how to apply this methodology to streaming data. The latter is achieved
by (i) updating the inputs whenever a new travel time sample or batch of travel times
arrives and (ii) warm-starting the numerical optimization; this allows for a very fast up-
date of the fitted distribution and renders the proposed approach amenable to an online
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implementation capable of capturing within-day variation of travel times.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We derive the Gamma mixture
from traffic flow fundamentals in Section 2. In Section 3, we formulate the estimation
problem and describe a discretization procedure that casts it as a convex program. . We
specialize the estimation problem formulation (specifically, the discretization) to Gamma
mixture components and present our proposed generalization using Mittag-Leffler func-
tions in Section 4. Section 5 describes the numerical optimization approach used to solve
the estimation problem, while recursive estimation from streaming data is discussed in
Section 6. Section 7 is devoted to testing of the proposed approach using both synthetic
data (for validation) and real-world data (for demonstrating the applicability in real-life
settings), while Section 8 concludes the paper. Our findings firmly support the efficacy
of the proposed sparse density estimation for online learning of travel time distributions,
in terms of improved fitting accuracy and improved parsimony.
We also provide five appendices that support the main sections of the paper: an ex-
tensive notation table is given in Appendix A, Appendix B describes a post-processing
technique for ensuring summability to unity conditions, Appendix C and Appendix D
present two approaches that can be utilized to enhance sparsity of solutions, and Ap-
pendix E describes a means for selecting the regularization parameter.
2 Derivation of Mixture Distribution from Traffic Flow Characteristics
2.1 The Equilibrium Pace Function and its Properties
Consider a vehicle traversing a path in a traffic network with terminal positions x1 at
the upstream end of the path and x2 at the downstream end. Let C(x) denote the time
instant that the vehicle crosses position x. Then the travel time along the path is given
by C(x2) − C(x1). By definition, C is continuous and strictly increasing. Hence, the
fundamental theorem of calculus provides a function Π(x) such that
C(x2)− C(x1) =
∫ x2
x1
Π(x)dx, (1)
where
Π(x) =
dC(x)
dx
. (2)
The non-negative functionΠ(x) is the pace at position x (in units of unit time per unit dis-
tance). In a first-order macroscopic traffic flow context, the pace at position x depends on
the traffic density at x: let ρ denote the traffic density, V(ρ) an equilibrium speed-density
relation, and Q(ρ) = ρV(ρ) an equilibrium flux function. We denote the equilibrium pace
function by P, which is related to the equilibrium speed and flux functions via:
P(ρ) =
ρ
Q(ρ)
=
1
V(ρ)
. (3)
It follows that the equilibrium pace function has the following four properties:
(i) As ρ→ 0, P(ρ)→ v−1fr , where vfr is the free-flow speed.
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(ii) As ρ→ ρjam, P(ρ)→ ∞, where ρjam is the jammed traffic density.
(iii) P(ρ) is continuous on ρ ∈ (0, ρjam).
(iv) P(ρ) is non-decreasing in ρ.
Properties (i) - (iii) follow immediately from well-known properties of equilibrium speed-
density relations [Del Castillo and Benitez, 1995]. Property (iv) follows from
dP(ρ)
dρ
=
d
dρ
( ρ
Q(ρ)
)
=
1
Q(ρ)
(
1− 1
V(ρ)
dQ(ρ)
dρ
)
, (4)
and since traffic waves cannot move faster than the traffic itself, we have for any 0 ≤ ρ ≤ ρjam
that V(ρ) ≥ dQ(ρ)/dρ. Since Q(·) is non-negative, we immediately have that
dP(ρ)
dρ
≥ 0 (5)
for all 0 ≤ ρ ≤ ρjam and, hence, P(·) is non-decreasing. An example pace function, based
on the Newell-Franklin speed-density relation [Newell, 1961, Franklin, 1961] is given in
Figure 1. The speed relation is given by
V(ρ) = vfr
(
1− e
vb
vfr
(
ρjam
ρ −1)
)
, (6)
where vb is the backward wave speed.
Tra c density, ⇢ (veh/km)
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Figure 1: An example pace function based on the Newell-Franklin speed-density relation
with vfr = 100 km/hr, backward wave speed vb = −20 km/hr and ρjam = 150 veh/km.
The properties above suggest that an appropriate choice for the distribution function
of pace is one that is supported on [v−1fr ,∞). A variety of known distribution functions
are supported on positive intervals; among them the Gamma distribution [Polus, 1979,
Kim and Mahmassani, 2014, 2015] and the Lognormal distribution [Richardson and Tay-
lor, 1978, Rakha et al., 2006, Pu, 2011, Arezoumandi, 2011] are most widely used as the
distribution functions of traffic variables. As a mixture density, the former offers some
tractability properties that the latter does not.
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2.2 The Distribution of Traffic Densities and Pace
In [Carey and Ge, 2005b], a discrete-space formulation of a few pace functions was con-
sidered and convergence to the Lighthill and Whitham [1955] and Richards [1956] model
(the LWR model) as the discrete space interval length approaches zero was demonstrated.
In a similar way, we define Π(x) ≡ P(ρ(x), x), where we allow the equilibrium pace to
depend on position, and treat dependence of density on time as implicit. Hence (1) can
be written as
C(x2)− C(x1) =
∫ x2
x1
P
(
ρ(x), x
)
dx. (7)
Uncertainty about travel times can be interpreted as absence of (detailed) knowledge of
traffic conditions. This is captured by treating ρ(x) for each x as a random variable, where
P(ρ(x) ≤ 0) = P(ρ(x) ≥ ρjam) = 0 must hold. This dictates distributions of traffic
density that are supported on bounded intervals. Haight [1963] prescribes variants of
the Beta distribution for traffic densities. Beta distributions can be tuned to capture a
variety of other distributions with bounded support as special cases. For example, a Beta
distribution with parameters a = b = 1 is a uniform distribution, which can be used
to represent complete ignorance about traffic conditions. Similarly, when the parameters are
such that a < b, the distribution is positively skewed, which can be used to represent
lower density traffic, while the case a > b corresponds to negative skew, which represents
high density traffic. The probability density function (PDF) for traffic densities, given the
parameters a, b and ρjam, can be written as
fρ(r) = 1{r∈[0,ρjam]}
1
ρa+b−1jam B(a, b)
ra−1
(
ρjam − r
)b−1, (8)
where B is the Beta function; this PDF is illustrated in Figure 2.
f⇢(r)
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r (veh/km)
<latexit sha1_base64="qOS4ZyikW8mrWStZ f6vpmY/YCZk=">AAAB/HicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbbRLN8EiVJA6I4IuC25cVrAXaIeSSTNtaC5Dk ikOQ30VNy4UceuDuPNtTNtZaOsPgY//nMM5+cOYUW0879sprK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+7hUUvLRGHS xJJJ1QmRJowK0jTUMNKJFUE8ZKQdjm9n9faEKE2leDBpTAKOhoJGFCNjrb5bVrDHQ/mYweqEjC7 G/GwK+27Fq3lzwVXwc6iAXI2++9UbSJxwIgxmSOuu78UmyJAyFDMyLfUSTWKEx2hIuhYF4kQH2f z4KTy1zgBGUtknDJy7vycyxLVOeWg7OTIjvVybmf/VuomJboKMijgxRODFoihh0Eg4SwIOqCLYs NQCworaWyEeIYWwsXmVbAj+8pdXoXVZ8y3fX1Xq53kcRXAMTkAV+OAa1MEdaIAmwCAFz+AVvDlP zovz7nwsWgtOPlMGf+R8/gBErpPK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qOS4ZyikW8mrWStZ f6vpmY/YCZk=">AAAB/HicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbbRLN8EiVJA6I4IuC25cVrAXaIeSSTNtaC5Dk ikOQ30VNy4UceuDuPNtTNtZaOsPgY//nMM5+cOYUW0879sprK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+7hUUvLRGHS xJJJ1QmRJowK0jTUMNKJFUE8ZKQdjm9n9faEKE2leDBpTAKOhoJGFCNjrb5bVrDHQ/mYweqEjC7 G/GwK+27Fq3lzwVXwc6iAXI2++9UbSJxwIgxmSOuu78UmyJAyFDMyLfUSTWKEx2hIuhYF4kQH2f z4KTy1zgBGUtknDJy7vycyxLVOeWg7OTIjvVybmf/VuomJboKMijgxRODFoihh0Eg4SwIOqCLYs NQCworaWyEeIYWwsXmVbAj+8pdXoXVZ8y3fX1Xq53kcRXAMTkAV+OAa1MEdaIAmwCAFz+AVvDlP zovz7nwsWgtOPlMGf+R8/gBErpPK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qOS4ZyikW8mrWStZ f6vpmY/YCZk=">AAAB/HicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbbRLN8EiVJA6I4IuC25cVrAXaIeSSTNtaC5Dk ikOQ30VNy4UceuDuPNtTNtZaOsPgY//nMM5+cOYUW0879sprK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+7hUUvLRGHS xJJJ1QmRJowK0jTUMNKJFUE8ZKQdjm9n9faEKE2leDBpTAKOhoJGFCNjrb5bVrDHQ/mYweqEjC7 G/GwK+27Fq3lzwVXwc6iAXI2++9UbSJxwIgxmSOuu78UmyJAyFDMyLfUSTWKEx2hIuhYF4kQH2f z4KTy1zgBGUtknDJy7vycyxLVOeWg7OTIjvVybmf/VuomJboKMijgxRODFoihh0Eg4SwIOqCLYs NQCworaWyEeIYWwsXmVbAj+8pdXoXVZ8y3fX1Xq53kcRXAMTkAV+OAa1MEdaIAmwCAFz+AVvDlP zovz7nwsWgtOPlMGf+R8/gBErpPK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qOS4ZyikW8mrWStZ f6vpmY/YCZk=">AAAB/HicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbbRLN8EiVJA6I4IuC25cVrAXaIeSSTNtaC5Dk ikOQ30VNy4UceuDuPNtTNtZaOsPgY//nMM5+cOYUW0879sprK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+7hUUvLRGHS xJJJ1QmRJowK0jTUMNKJFUE8ZKQdjm9n9faEKE2leDBpTAKOhoJGFCNjrb5bVrDHQ/mYweqEjC7 G/GwK+27Fq3lzwVXwc6iAXI2++9UbSJxwIgxmSOuu78UmyJAyFDMyLfUSTWKEx2hIuhYF4kQH2f z4KTy1zgBGUtknDJy7vycyxLVOeWg7OTIjvVybmf/VuomJboKMijgxRODFoihh0Eg4SwIOqCLYs NQCworaWyEeIYWwsXmVbAj+8pdXoXVZ8y3fX1Xq53kcRXAMTkAV+OAa1MEdaIAmwCAFz+AVvDlP zovz7nwsWgtOPlMGf+R8/gBErpPK</latexit>
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a > b
<latexit sha1_base64="mBtrEvi3kHLUM8B1 OGIIj0cdbm4=">AAAB7HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQZZd875IwIvHCG4SSJYwO5lNhszOL jOzQgj5Bi8eFPHqB3nzb5w8BBUtaCiquunuChLOlHacDyuztr6xuZXdzu3s7u0f5A+PWipOJaEe iXksOwFWlDNBPc00p51EUhwFnLaD8fXcb99TqVgs7vQkoX6Eh4KFjGBtJA+jKxT08wXHrhVrpYq DHLtcrFerZUPccrVSryDXdhYowArNfv69N4hJGlGhCcdKdV0n0f4US80Ip7NcL1U0wWSMh7RrqM ARVf50cewMnRllgMJYmhIaLdTvE1McKTWJAtMZYT1Sv725+JfXTXVY86dMJKmmgiwXhSlHOkbzz 9GASUo0nxiCiWTmVkRGWGKiTT45E8LXp+h/0rq0XcNvS4XGxSqOLJzAKZyDC1VowA00wQMCDB7g CZ4tYT1aL9brsjVjrWaO4Qest081n446</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mBtrEvi3kHLUM8B1 OGIIj0cdbm4=">AAAB7HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQZZd875IwIvHCG4SSJYwO5lNhszOL jOzQgj5Bi8eFPHqB3nzb5w8BBUtaCiquunuChLOlHacDyuztr6xuZXdzu3s7u0f5A+PWipOJaEe iXksOwFWlDNBPc00p51EUhwFnLaD8fXcb99TqVgs7vQkoX6Eh4KFjGBtJA+jKxT08wXHrhVrpYq DHLtcrFerZUPccrVSryDXdhYowArNfv69N4hJGlGhCcdKdV0n0f4US80Ip7NcL1U0wWSMh7RrqM ARVf50cewMnRllgMJYmhIaLdTvE1McKTWJAtMZYT1Sv725+JfXTXVY86dMJKmmgiwXhSlHOkbzz 9GASUo0nxiCiWTmVkRGWGKiTT45E8LXp+h/0rq0XcNvS4XGxSqOLJzAKZyDC1VowA00wQMCDB7g CZ4tYT1aL9brsjVjrWaO4Qest081n446</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mBtrEvi3kHLUM8B1 OGIIj0cdbm4=">AAAB7HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQZZd875IwIvHCG4SSJYwO5lNhszOL jOzQgj5Bi8eFPHqB3nzb5w8BBUtaCiquunuChLOlHacDyuztr6xuZXdzu3s7u0f5A+PWipOJaEe iXksOwFWlDNBPc00p51EUhwFnLaD8fXcb99TqVgs7vQkoX6Eh4KFjGBtJA+jKxT08wXHrhVrpYq DHLtcrFerZUPccrVSryDXdhYowArNfv69N4hJGlGhCcdKdV0n0f4US80Ip7NcL1U0wWSMh7RrqM ARVf50cewMnRllgMJYmhIaLdTvE1McKTWJAtMZYT1Sv725+JfXTXVY86dMJKmmgiwXhSlHOkbzz 9GASUo0nxiCiWTmVkRGWGKiTT45E8LXp+h/0rq0XcNvS4XGxSqOLJzAKZyDC1VowA00wQMCDB7g CZ4tYT1aL9brsjVjrWaO4Qest081n446</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mBtrEvi3kHLUM8B1 OGIIj0cdbm4=">AAAB7HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQZZd875IwIvHCG4SSJYwO5lNhszOL jOzQgj5Bi8eFPHqB3nzb5w8BBUtaCiquunuChLOlHacDyuztr6xuZXdzu3s7u0f5A+PWipOJaEe iXksOwFWlDNBPc00p51EUhwFnLaD8fXcb99TqVgs7vQkoX6Eh4KFjGBtJA+jKxT08wXHrhVrpYq DHLtcrFerZUPccrVSryDXdhYowArNfv69N4hJGlGhCcdKdV0n0f4US80Ip7NcL1U0wWSMh7RrqM ARVf50cewMnRllgMJYmhIaLdTvE1McKTWJAtMZYT1Sv725+JfXTXVY86dMJKmmgiwXhSlHOkbzz 9GASUo0nxiCiWTmVkRGWGKiTT45E8LXp+h/0rq0XcNvS4XGxSqOLJzAKZyDC1VowA00wQMCDB7g CZ4tYT1aL9brsjVjrWaO4Qest081n446</latexit>
a < b
<latexit sha1_base64="b7tgr6+wTZOpc0Ac MtT8umn4nYc=">AAAB7HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcJsEmMEDwEvHiOYByRLmJ3MJkNmZ 5eZWSEs+QYvHhTx6gd582+cPAQVLWgoqrrp7vJjwbXB+MPJrKyurW9kN3Nb2zu7e/n9g5aOEkVZ k0YiUh2faCa4ZE3DjWCdWDES+oK1/fH1zG/fM6V5JO/MJGZeSIaSB5wSY6UmQVfI7+cLuFjGZbe KES5WSrXz2qUl1YoVMHKLeI4CLNHo5997g4gmIZOGCqJ118Wx8VKiDKeCTXO9RLOY0DEZsq6lko RMe+n82Ck6scoABZGyJQ2aq98nUhJqPQl92xkSM9K/vZn4l9dNTFDzUi7jxDBJF4uCRCATodnna MAVo0ZMLCFUcXsroiOiCDU2n5wN4etT9D9plYqu5beVQv1sGUcWjuAYTsGFC6jDDTSgCRQ4PMAT PDvSeXRenNdFa8ZZzhzCDzhvnwLdjhc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b7tgr6+wTZOpc0Ac MtT8umn4nYc=">AAAB7HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcJsEmMEDwEvHiOYByRLmJ3MJkNmZ 5eZWSEs+QYvHhTx6gd582+cPAQVLWgoqrrp7vJjwbXB+MPJrKyurW9kN3Nb2zu7e/n9g5aOEkVZ k0YiUh2faCa4ZE3DjWCdWDES+oK1/fH1zG/fM6V5JO/MJGZeSIaSB5wSY6UmQVfI7+cLuFjGZbe KES5WSrXz2qUl1YoVMHKLeI4CLNHo5997g4gmIZOGCqJ118Wx8VKiDKeCTXO9RLOY0DEZsq6lko RMe+n82Ck6scoABZGyJQ2aq98nUhJqPQl92xkSM9K/vZn4l9dNTFDzUi7jxDBJF4uCRCATodnna MAVo0ZMLCFUcXsroiOiCDU2n5wN4etT9D9plYqu5beVQv1sGUcWjuAYTsGFC6jDDTSgCRQ4PMAT PDvSeXRenNdFa8ZZzhzCDzhvnwLdjhc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b7tgr6+wTZOpc0Ac MtT8umn4nYc=">AAAB7HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcJsEmMEDwEvHiOYByRLmJ3MJkNmZ 5eZWSEs+QYvHhTx6gd582+cPAQVLWgoqrrp7vJjwbXB+MPJrKyurW9kN3Nb2zu7e/n9g5aOEkVZ k0YiUh2faCa4ZE3DjWCdWDES+oK1/fH1zG/fM6V5JO/MJGZeSIaSB5wSY6UmQVfI7+cLuFjGZbe KES5WSrXz2qUl1YoVMHKLeI4CLNHo5997g4gmIZOGCqJ118Wx8VKiDKeCTXO9RLOY0DEZsq6lko RMe+n82Ck6scoABZGyJQ2aq98nUhJqPQl92xkSM9K/vZn4l9dNTFDzUi7jxDBJF4uCRCATodnna MAVo0ZMLCFUcXsroiOiCDU2n5wN4etT9D9plYqu5beVQv1sGUcWjuAYTsGFC6jDDTSgCRQ4PMAT PDvSeXRenNdFa8ZZzhzCDzhvnwLdjhc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ck8pdC+ekZH4nUmS P+ZG7r8lEyk=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMy R2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl 5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+ GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOst jdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D7 7odOn4MoA7ncAFXEMIN3MEDdKALAhJ4hXdv4r15H6uuat66tDP4I+/zBzjGijg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qS4YAzp1cgaqoE5P LsfLK0Pxu/4=">AAAB4XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFcFVm3OjCheDGZQWnLbRDuZPeaUMzm SHJCKX0Gdy4UMSXcufbmP4stPVA4OOchNx74lwKY33/2yttbe/s7pX3KwfVw6Pj2km1ZbJCcwp5 JjPdidGQFIpCK6ykTq4J01hSOx7fz/P2M2kjMvVkJzlFKQ6VSARH66wQ2S2L+7W63/AXYpsQrKA OKzX7ta/eIONFSspyicZ0Az+30RS1FVzSrNIrDOXIxzikrkOFKZlouhh2xi6cM2BJpt1Rli3c3y +mmBozSWN3M0U7MuvZ3Pwv6xY2uYmmQuWFJcWXHyWFZDZj883ZQGjiVk4cINfCzcr4CDVy6/qpu BKC9ZU3oXXVCBw/+lCGMziHSwjgGu7gAZoQAgcBL/AG757yXr2PZV0lb9XbKfyR9/kDi9qMlA== </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NuwRfbY0TlvsHKpx Jzb7Xi4Qcrk=">AAAB4XicdZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFcDVk2loruBDcuKzgtEI7lEyaaUMzm SHJCGXoM7hxoYgv5c63Mf0RVPRA4OOchNx7wlRwbTD+cApr6xubW8Xt0k55d2+/clDu6CRTlPk0 EYm6D4lmgkvmG24Eu08VI3EoWDecXM/z7gNTmifyzkxTFsRkJHnEKTHW8gm6ROGgUsVuHde9Jkb YbdRaZ60LC82GNTDyXLxQFVZqDyrv/WFCs5hJQwXRuufh1AQ5UYZTwWalfqZZSuiEjFjPoiQx00 G+GHaGTqwzRFGi7JEGLdzvL3ISaz2NQ3szJmasf2dz86+sl5moFeRcpplhki4/ijKBTILmm6MhV 4waMbVAqOJ2VkTHRBFqbD8lW8LXpuh/6NRcz/IthiIcwTGcggfncAU30AYfKHB4hGd4caTz5Lwu 6yo4q94O4Yect0/oY4zW</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I8ea6f0hWNWZRb5Z cH/o2WpZhMQ=">AAAB7HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcJsEmMEDwEvHiOYByRLmJ3MJkNmZ 5eZWSEs+QYvHhTx6gd582+cPAQVLWgoqrrp7vJjwbXB+MPJrKyurW9kN3Nb2zu7e/n9g5aOEkVZ k0YiUh2faCa4ZE3DjWCdWDES+oK1/fH1zG/fM6V5JO/MJGZeSIaSB5wSY6UmQVfI7+cLuFjGZbe KES5WSrXz2qUl1YoVMHKLeI4CLNHo5997g4gmIZOGCqJ118Wx8VKiDKeCTXO9RLOY0DEZsq6lko RMe+n82Ck6scoABZGyJQ2aq98nUhJqPQl92xkSM9K/vZn4l9dNTFDzUi7jxDBJF4uCRCATodnna MAVo0ZMLCFUcXsroiOiCDU2n5wN4etT9D9plYqu5be4UD9bxpGFIziGU3DhAupwAw1oAgUOD/AE z450Hp0X53XRmnGWM4fwA87bJwGdjhM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b7tgr6+wTZOpc0Ac MtT8umn4nYc=">AAAB7HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcJsEmMEDwEvHiOYByRLmJ3MJkNmZ 5eZWSEs+QYvHhTx6gd582+cPAQVLWgoqrrp7vJjwbXB+MPJrKyurW9kN3Nb2zu7e/n9g5aOEkVZ k0YiUh2faCa4ZE3DjWCdWDES+oK1/fH1zG/fM6V5JO/MJGZeSIaSB5wSY6UmQVfI7+cLuFjGZbe KES5WSrXz2qUl1YoVMHKLeI4CLNHo5997g4gmIZOGCqJ118Wx8VKiDKeCTXO9RLOY0DEZsq6lko RMe+n82Ck6scoABZGyJQ2aq98nUhJqPQl92xkSM9K/vZn4l9dNTFDzUi7jxDBJF4uCRCATodnna MAVo0ZMLCFUcXsroiOiCDU2n5wN4etT9D9plYqu5beVQv1sGUcWjuAYTsGFC6jDDTSgCRQ4PMAT PDvSeXRenNdFa8ZZzhzCDzhvnwLdjhc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b7tgr6+wTZOpc0Ac MtT8umn4nYc=">AAAB7HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcJsEmMEDwEvHiOYByRLmJ3MJkNmZ 5eZWSEs+QYvHhTx6gd582+cPAQVLWgoqrrp7vJjwbXB+MPJrKyurW9kN3Nb2zu7e/n9g5aOEkVZ k0YiUh2faCa4ZE3DjWCdWDES+oK1/fH1zG/fM6V5JO/MJGZeSIaSB5wSY6UmQVfI7+cLuFjGZbe KES5WSrXz2qUl1YoVMHKLeI4CLNHo5997g4gmIZOGCqJ118Wx8VKiDKeCTXO9RLOY0DEZsq6lko RMe+n82Ck6scoABZGyJQ2aq98nUhJqPQl92xkSM9K/vZn4l9dNTFDzUi7jxDBJF4uCRCATodnna MAVo0ZMLCFUcXsroiOiCDU2n5wN4etT9D9plYqu5beVQv1sGUcWjuAYTsGFC6jDDTSgCRQ4PMAT PDvSeXRenNdFa8ZZzhzCDzhvnwLdjhc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b7tgr6+wTZOpc0Ac MtT8umn4nYc=">AAAB7HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcJsEmMEDwEvHiOYByRLmJ3MJkNmZ 5eZWSEs+QYvHhTx6gd582+cPAQVLWgoqrrp7vJjwbXB+MPJrKyurW9kN3Nb2zu7e/n9g5aOEkVZ k0YiUh2faCa4ZE3DjWCdWDES+oK1/fH1zG/fM6V5JO/MJGZeSIaSB5wSY6UmQVfI7+cLuFjGZbe KES5WSrXz2qUl1YoVMHKLeI4CLNHo5997g4gmIZOGCqJ118Wx8VKiDKeCTXO9RLOY0DEZsq6lko RMe+n82Ck6scoABZGyJQ2aq98nUhJqPQl92xkSM9K/vZn4l9dNTFDzUi7jxDBJF4uCRCATodnna MAVo0ZMLCFUcXsroiOiCDU2n5wN4etT9D9plYqu5beVQv1sGUcWjuAYTsGFC6jDDTSgCRQ4PMAT PDvSeXRenNdFa8ZZzhzCDzhvnwLdjhc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b7tgr6+wTZOpc0Ac MtT8umn4nYc=">AAAB7HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcJsEmMEDwEvHiOYByRLmJ3MJkNmZ 5eZWSEs+QYvHhTx6gd582+cPAQVLWgoqrrp7vJjwbXB+MPJrKyurW9kN3Nb2zu7e/n9g5aOEkVZ k0YiUh2faCa4ZE3DjWCdWDES+oK1/fH1zG/fM6V5JO/MJGZeSIaSB5wSY6UmQVfI7+cLuFjGZbe KES5WSrXz2qUl1YoVMHKLeI4CLNHo5997g4gmIZOGCqJ118Wx8VKiDKeCTXO9RLOY0DEZsq6lko RMe+n82Ck6scoABZGyJQ2aq98nUhJqPQl92xkSM9K/vZn4l9dNTFDzUi7jxDBJF4uCRCATodnna MAVo0ZMLCFUcXsroiOiCDU2n5wN4etT9D9plYqu5beVQv1sGUcWjuAYTsGFC6jDDTSgCRQ4PMAT PDvSeXRenNdFa8ZZzhzCDzhvnwLdjhc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b7tgr6+wTZOpc0Ac MtT8umn4nYc=">AAAB7HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcJsEmMEDwEvHiOYByRLmJ3MJkNmZ 5eZWSEs+QYvHhTx6gd582+cPAQVLWgoqrrp7vJjwbXB+MPJrKyurW9kN3Nb2zu7e/n9g5aOEkVZ k0YiUh2faCa4ZE3DjWCdWDES+oK1/fH1zG/fM6V5JO/MJGZeSIaSB5wSY6UmQVfI7+cLuFjGZbe KES5WSrXz2qUl1YoVMHKLeI4CLNHo5997g4gmIZOGCqJ118Wx8VKiDKeCTXO9RLOY0DEZsq6lko RMe+n82Ck6scoABZGyJQ2aq98nUhJqPQl92xkSM9K/vZn4l9dNTFDzUi7jxDBJF4uCRCATodnna MAVo0ZMLCFUcXsroiOiCDU2n5wN4etT9D9plYqu5beVQv1sGUcWjuAYTsGFC6jDDTSgCRQ4PMAT PDvSeXRenNdFa8ZZzhzCDzhvnwLdjhc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b7tgr6+wTZOpc0Ac MtT8umn4nYc=">AAAB7HicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcJsEmMEDwEvHiOYByRLmJ3MJkNmZ 5eZWSEs+QYvHhTx6gd582+cPAQVLWgoqrrp7vJjwbXB+MPJrKyurW9kN3Nb2zu7e/n9g5aOEkVZ k0YiUh2faCa4ZE3DjWCdWDES+oK1/fH1zG/fM6V5JO/MJGZeSIaSB5wSY6UmQVfI7+cLuFjGZbe KES5WSrXz2qUl1YoVMHKLeI4CLNHo5997g4gmIZOGCqJ118Wx8VKiDKeCTXO9RLOY0DEZsq6lko RMe+n82Ck6scoABZGyJQ2aq98nUhJqPQl92xkSM9K/vZn4l9dNTFDzUi7jxDBJF4uCRCATodnna MAVo0ZMLCFUcXsroiOiCDU2n5wN4etT9D9plYqu5beVQv1sGUcWjuAYTsGFC6jDDTSgCRQ4PMAT PDvSeXRenNdFa8ZZzhzCDzhvnwLdjhc=</latexit>
Figure 2: Illustration of fρ when a < b (uncongested traffic) and a > b (congested traffic).
In both cases, ρjam = 150 veh/km.
In special cases, such as the Newell-Franklin relation (6), which possesses a unique
inverse and is differentiable, one obtains the distribution of pace directly from the pace
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function P and the PDF of traffic density fρ. Denote the PDF of pace by fΠ; then
fΠ(t) = 1{tvfr≥1} fρ
(
P−1(t)
)dP−1(t)
dt
. (9)
In the general case, a unique inverse P−1 does not exist (e.g., the widely used triangular
relation). In this case, the probability distribution of the pace at position x, Π(x), can be
derived from the properties of the equilibrium pace function P and the distribution of
traffic densities.
2.3 General Pace Functions and the Distribution of Travel Time
To represent the distribution of travel times for general pace functions, first note that con-
tinuity of equilibrium pace functions implies that there exists a polynomial that approxi-
mates any P arbitrarily closely (by the Weierstrass approximation theorem). Specifically,
there exist weights {ζk}k≥0 such that, for any e1, e2 > 0,∣∣∣P(ρ)− ∞∑
k=0
ζkρ
k
∣∣∣ ≤ e1 (10)
for all ρ ∈ [0, ρjam− e2]. In other words, on any closed interval that does not include ρjam,
there exists a polynomial that approximates P uniformly (since P has an asymptote at
ρjam). Hence,
P(ρ) ≈
∞
∑
k=0
ζkρ
k (11)
for all ρ ∈ [0, ρjam). The characteristic function of Π(x) is given by ϕΠ(s) ≡ EeisP(ρ),
where dependence on x is made implicit, and i ≡ √−1 is the imaginary unit. Expanding
eisP(ρ) using Maclaurin series, we have that
ϕΠ(s) = E
∞
∑
j=0
(is)j
j!
(
P(ρ)
)j
= 1+E
∞
∑
j=1
(is)j
j!
(
P(ρ)
)j. (12)
Expanding the terms involving the pace function using (11), we have that
(
P(ρ)
)j
=
( ∞
∑
k=0
ζkρ
k
)j
=
∞
∑
k1=0
. . .
∞
∑
k j=0
j
∏
l=1
ζklρ
k1+...+k j =
∞
∑
m=0
(
∑
k1+...+k j=m
(
m
k1 . . . k j
) j
∏
l=1
ζkl
)
ρm.
(13)
Since the weights {ζk}k≥0 are constant (they depend on the pace function), for each m
the product term ∏
j
l=1 ζkl can be treated as a constant, which we denote by Cm. By the
multinomial theorem, we have that ∑k1+...+k j=m (
m
k1 ... k j
) = jm. Hence,
ϕΠ(s) = 1+E
∞
∑
j=1
(is)j
j!
∞
∑
m=0
Cm jmρm = 1+
∞
∑
m=0
∞
∑
j=1
(is)j
j!
Cm jmEρm. (14)
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For the PDF of traffic density (2), the mth moment is given by:
Eρm = ρmjam
B(a + m, b)
B(a, b)
= ρmjam
Γ(a + b)Γ(a + m)
Γ(a)Γ(a + b + m)
, (15)
where Γ is the Gamma function. Define βm ≡ a + b + m; then
ϕΠ(s) = 1+
∞
∑
m=0
Cmρmjam
Γ(a + b)Γ(a + m)
Γ(a)
∞
∑
j=1
(is)j
j!
jm
Γ(βm + j)
Γ(βm + j)
Γ(βm)
. (16)
By appeal to the second mean value theorem for integrals in conjunction with the integral
test for convergence of infinite series, it can be shown that there exist constants C˜m that
depend on m (but not j) such that
∞
∑
j=1
(is)j
j!
jm
Γ(βm + j)
Γ(βm + j)
Γ(βm)
= C˜m
∞
∑
j=1
(is)j
j!
Γ(βm + j)
Γ(βm)
. (17)
Defining the weights θm ≡ Cmρmjam Γ(a+b)Γ(a+m)C˜mΓ(a) , we have that
ϕΠ(s) = 1+
∞
∑
m=0
θm
∞
∑
j=1
(is)j
j!
Γ(βm + j)
Γ(βm)
. (18)
Note that (i) the characteristic function of a Gamma PDF with shape parameter β and
scale parameter σ, denoted ϕΓ(s), is given by
ϕΓ(s) =
(
1− σis)−β = ∞∑
j=0
(is)j
j!
σj
Γ(β+ j)
Γ(β)
(19)
and that (ii) the characteristic function associated with a mixture distribution is a mixture
of the characteristic functions of the component distributions. That is, if a PDF is given
by
fX(x) =
∞
∑
m=0
θm fm(x) (20)
for some random variable X with range R ⊆ R, where { fm}m≥0 are mixture component
PDFs, then
ϕX(s) =
∫
R
eisx fX(x)dx =
∫
R
eisx
∞
∑
m=0
θm fm(x)dx =
∞
∑
m=0
θm
∫
R
eisx fm(x)dx =
∞
∑
m=0
θmϕm(s),
(21)
where {ϕm}m≥0 are the characteristic functions associated with the component PDFs.
These two properties imply that the PDF of pace fΠ can be captured by an appropri-
ately tuned mixture of Gamma PDFs with scale parameter σ = 1 and shape parameters
{βm}m≥0 provided that ∑∞m=0 θm = 1. When the latter holds, we have that
ϕΠ(s) =
∞
∑
m=0
θm
∞
∑
j=0
(is)j
j!
Γ(βm + j)
Γ(βm)
=
∞
∑
m=0
θm(1− is)−βm . (22)
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The PDF of a Gamma distributed random variable with shape parameter β and scale
parameter σ is given by
fΓ(t; β, σ) = 1{t≥0}
1
σΓ(β)
( t
σ
)β−1
e−
t
σ . (23)
Hence, the distribution of pace can be written as
fΠ(t) =
∞
∑
m=0
θm fΓ(t; βm, 1). (24)
The result above generalizes immediately from pace to travel time: it may be as-
sumed that P is continuous in x since lane additions/drops do not occur abruptly and
when speed limits change, drivers cannot adjust their speeds instantaneously, since equi-
librium relations are governed by driving behavior – see [Jabari et al., 2014, 2018, Zheng
et al., 2018]. Thus by the mean-value theorem, there exists x1 ≤ x ≤ x2 such that
P
(
ρ(x), x
)
(x2 − x1) =
∫ x2
x1
P
(
ρ(x), x
)
dx. (25)
Hence, the travel time along the path starting at x1 and terminating at x2 can be repre-
sented by the pace evaluated at an “intermediate location”. That is, C(x2) − C(x1) =
P
(
ρ(x), x
)
(x2 − x1) and the same procedure applied to represent the distribution of pace
as a mixture can be applied to travel time. Specifically, by continuity we have that
C(x2)− C(x1) = P
(
ρ(x), x
)
(x2 − x1) =
∞
∑
k=0
ζ˜kρ
k, (26)
where we write {ζ˜k}k≥0 to distinguish the weights associated with travel time from those
associated with pace. Following the same procedure above, we can obtain
fT(t) =
∞
∑
m=0
θm fΓ(t; βm, 1), (27)
where fT is the PDF of travel time. We close this section with some remarks about the
mixture distribution (27).
1. The most commonly used mixture densities (e.g., Gaussian, biweight, and Epanech-
nikov) all suffer from assigning non-zero probability to negative travel times. Gamma
mixture densities overcome this drawback.
2. In the derivation above, the shape parameters {βm}m≥0 are arbitrary; the specifics
of the distribution of the equilibrium pace function P being subsumed into the mix-
ture weights, {θm}m≥0. The shape parameters, therefore, can be chosen a priori.
3. Since σ = 1 for all m, we have that the shape parameters bear the sole responsibility
of determining the locations of the mixture components. The locations are repre-
sented by the peaks of the distributions, located at the modes, which are given by
{βm − 1}m≥0.
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4. There are three main drawbacks of the mixture distribution above:
(a) The shape of each of the component distributions depends on location: the
variance of component distribution m is given by βm. This results in an unde-
sirable feature referred to as boundary bias. We address this in Section 4.1.
(b) We lose some flexibility (and model parsimony) as a result of fixing the scale
parameters to a single value σ = 1. We address this issue in Section 4.3, where
we propose a generalization of the component PDFs that allow for variable
scale parameters.
(c) The mixture involves an infinite number of components, which renders it in-
feasible from an estimation standpoint. In the following sections, we set the
mixture to have M < ∞ components, where M is is chosen to be sufficiently
large. We address the errors associated with truncation in Proposition 1 and
Proposition 2 and present a zero-overhead post-processing step in Appendix
B to ensure that ∑Mm=0 θm = 1 is satisfied.
3 Empirical Travel Time Distribution and Sparse Estimation
This section presents the estimation problem that we seek to solve. In essence, we seek
to find a mixture distribution that most closely resembles the distribution of the travel
time data. For the latter, we propose the use of a generalization of a histogram in which
the histogram bins can are replaced by kernels, which can be represented by any PDF. The
rectangular bins of a typical histogram can be seen as a special case of this, where the
chosen kernel is a uniform PDF.
3.1 Parzen Density Estimator: Empirical Distribution
Given S samples T1, . . . , TS drawn from a population with (unknown) probability density
function f , the Parzen density, also known as Parzen window (PW) estimator [Parzen, 1962,
Cacoullos, 1966, Raudys, 1991, Silverman, 1986] of travel time t is given by:
f̂ (t) =
1
S
S
∑
j=1
κh(t− Tj), (28)
where κh is a window (or kernel) of width h, and h is called the smoothing parameter. The
Parzen density can equivalently be interpreted as a modified histogram, allowing for the
“bins” to be non-rectangular. As an example, choosing κh ≡ δ, where δ is the Dirac delta
function, we get the standard empirical distribution 1S ∑
S
j=1 δ(t− Tj), which uses kernels
with zero bandwidth, h = 0. Typically, κh is a PDF; for example, we use the Gaussian
density with variance h2 in our experiments. Several methods have been proposed to de-
termine h based either on minimizing the mean square error or based on cross-validation
techniques (see [Lacour et al., 2016] and references therein for a contemporary treatment
of the bandwidth selection problem).
Parzen window (PW) estimators can also be regarded as a special type of finite mix-
ture models, where the mixture components are assigned equal weights and are located
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exactly at the training data. The PW estimator generally requires as many components as
the number of training samples. As a result, it may require substantial storage require-
ments. In this paper, the PW estimators serve as empirical distribution functions (or
generalized histograms), and the goal is to develop and fit parsimonious (light-weight)
models that may as well achieve higher (out-of-sample) prediction accuracy.
3.2 Sparse Mixture Density Estimation
Consider the mixture density
f (t) =
M−1
∑
m=0
θmφm(t), (29)
where {φm}M−1m=0 are the component density functions (M in total) and {θm}M−1m=0 are the
component weights. We will allow M to be large so that (29) is rich enough to fit a broad
class of distributions. Our aim is to achieve a sparse representation of f (a parsimonious
fit), i.e., one with most of the elements of the vector θ = [θ0 . . . θM−1]> being zero while
maintaining test performance or generalization capability comparable to that of the PW
estimate obtained with an optimized bandwidth h. We thus seek to solve:
minimize
θ∈Ω
1
2
∥∥∥ f̂ − M−1∑
m=0
θmφm
∥∥∥2
2
+ w‖θ‖1, (30)
where Ω ⊆ RM is a set of M-dimensional vectors that we consider for the optimization
problem, and w ≥ 0 is the regularizing parameter. The L2−norm is over a suitably chosen
(infinite-dimensional) functional space and the `1−norm is the usual (finite dimensional)
vector norm, i.e., the sum of absolute values of the vector entries. Typically,
1
2
∥∥ f̂ − M−1∑
m=0
θmφm
∥∥2
2 =
1
2
∫
R+
(
f̂ (t)−
M−1
∑
m=0
θmφm(t)
)2
dt. (31)
The first term in the objective function, ‖ f̂ − ∑M−1m=0 θmφm‖22, is a measure of goodness-of-
fit: it is the (squared) L2−distance between the empirical distribution (of the data) f̂ and
the fitted distribution f . The second term is an `1−regularizer: ‖ · ‖1 is known to promote
sparsity in the vector of weights θ [Tibshirani, 1996], i.e., a parsimonious solution. Finally,
note that a higher value for w yields higher sparsity of the optimal solution vector θ of
the optimization problem (30).
3.3 Support Discretization
To solve the estimation problem (30) via numerical optimization, we discretize the travel
times. This is done by defining disjoint intervals (of the same or variable lengths) in the
support of the distribution and associate with each interval a representative value (denoted
by τn for the nth interval, e.g., its midpoint). Each data point is assigned the represen-
tative value of the interval it lies in: let τ be a surjective mapping from the continuous
interval [0, Tmax] into the discrete set {τn}N−1n=0 , i.e., τ performs the operation t 7→ τn. In
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effect, the function τ takes a continuous travel time t and returns its representative τn in
the discrete set. Consequently, the PDFs f̂ and f are approximated by vectors of size N,
denoted, respectively, by p̂ and p. We thus have for any t ≥ 0 that
f (t) ≈ pτ(t) =
M−1
∑
m=0
θmφm(τ(t)). (32)
The locations of the M component densities simply constitute a set of travel times,
which we denote by {tm}M−1m=0 ; note that these do not necessarily coincide with the discrete
support of the distribution. Besides, we will consider mixture components with variable
width, so that {tm}M−1m=0 may not have M distinct values, i.e., some values coincide (this
corresponds to the case of placing multiple mixture components of different width at the
same location), and M > N is possible. The distinct values in {tm}M−1m=0 are taken to be
a subset of the discrete support of the distribution ∪M−1m=0 {tm} ⊆ {τn}N−1n=0 ; denoting the
number of distinct values in the set {tm}M−1m=0 by M′, we have necessarily that M′ ≤ N.
When a single scale parameter is used (see Section 4) it holds that M = M′ ≤ N.
The M mixture components are further quantized in accordance with the discretiza-
tion of the support as follows: we define φn,m ≡ cn,mφm(τn), where cn,m is a constant
that depends on the discretization method, and the m-th mixture component function.
Similarly, we may quantize the PW by setting p̂n = αn f̂ (τn). In essence, αn is a mea-
sure of the width of the nth interval; for example αn ≡ ∆ for a uniform discretization
with step-size ∆ (e.g., we use a second-by-second uniform discretization in our experi-
ments and set αn ≡ 1). We discuss the issue of mixture component discretization (the
selection of {cn,m}) in detail in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3. Finally, defining the matrix
Φ ≡ [φn,m] ∈ RN×M+ , we have
p = Φθ (33)
and we consider, in the following, the (discrete) estimation problem:
minimize
θ∈Ω
1
2
∥∥ p̂−Φθ∥∥22 + w‖θ‖1 = 12 N−1∑n=0
(
p̂n −
M−1
∑
m=0
φn,mθm
)2
+ w
M−1
∑
m=0
|θm|, (34)
which is known as the (constrained) Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO)
in the statistics and machine learning literature [Tibshirani, 1996].
4 Gamma and Mittag-Leffler Mixtures
In this section, we specialize the estimation problem presented in Section 3.2 to the
Gamma density mixture derived in Section 2 and address the drawbacks presented at
the end of Section 2.3.
4.1 Boundary Bias
Like most asymmetric densities, the shape of the Gamma density (specifically, its width)
depends on both the scale parameter as well as the location parameter (e.g., its mean).
This change in shape results in what is referred to as boundary bias in the statistics liter-
ature [Chen, 2000] and is addressed by changing the roles of parameter and argument.
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This is done as follows: to evaluate the probability density at t, the model (i) uses a single
Gamma PDF with its mode, equal to (β− 1)σ, coinciding with t, (ii) evaluates the densi-
ties of the sample points using this function, and (iii) calculates a weighted sum of these
densities. Effectively, the roles of parameter and argument are reversed. This prevents bias
from mixture densities located near the boundaries. Specifically, placement of the mix-
ture densities is done as follows: In order to locate the (mode of the) mixture component
at the argument t, the location parameter is set so that (β− 1)σ = t, i.e., we set β = 1+ tσ ;
hence, for a given scale parameter σ > 0, the m-th Gamma density is given by:
φm(t) = fΓ
(
tm; 1+
t
σ
, σ
)
. (35)
The estimated probability (before discretization) is then given by:
f (t) =
M−1
∑
m=0
θm fΓ
(
tm; 1+
t
σ
, σ
)
=
M−1
∑
m=0
θm
1
σΓ
(
1+ tσ
)( tm
σ
) t
σ
e−
tm
σ . (36)
This mechanism is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Mixture of Gamma mixture densities: Gamma probability density function
centered at t and evaluated at times {tm}5m=1 with weights {θm}5m=1.
4.2 Discretization of Gamma Mixture Densities
Gamma mixture densities in the statistics literature do not in general integrate to unity.
In other words
∫ ∞
0 fΓ(tm; 1 + σ
−1t, σ)dt 6= 1: this is a consequence of reversing the roles
of parameter and argument. In this paper, we give close attention to this issue and ensure
that our approach guarantees that p is a valid probability mass function (PMF). A similar
analysis can be carried out for discretizing p̂.
The standard approach of normalizing p as a post-processing step is not applicable in
our case. In standard practice, one only considers goodness-of-fit: given that p̂ sums to
unity, it follows that minimizing the distance ‖ p̂− p‖22 should yield a p that sums close
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enough to unity, so that normalizing by∑N−1n=0 pn will not incur a significant impact on the
goodness-of-fit. In our case, however, we have a trade-off between goodness-of-fit and
sparsity (parsimony). This type of normalization can substantially affect the goodness-of-
fit for a given sparsity level.
Therefore, we carefully design the discretization in such a way that the resulting
densities sum to unity (approximately). Mathematically, we require that ∑N−1n=0 pn ≈ 1,
where the approximation error is kept below a predefined threshold. Since each vector
{φn,m}N−1n=0 is interpreted as a probability distribution, we will first require that∑N−1n=0 φn,m ≈
1 for all m ∈ {0, . . . , M − 1} (equivalently, we require that Φ is approximately column-
stochastic). We propose a choice for the set of discretization constants, denoted {cn}N−1n=0 ,
so that this is indeed the case.
Proposition 1 (Non-Adaptive Kernel Density). For ∆ > 0, define τn ≡ n∆ and tm ≡ m∆,
where n ∈ {0, 1, . . .} and {m = 0, . . . , M− 1}. Define ∆˜ ≡ ∆σ and φn,m ≡ cn fΓ
(
tm; 1+ n∆˜, σ
)
and set cn ≡ σ for all n. Then, there exists N < ∞ such that, for any 0 < ε < 1,
1− ε ≤
N−1
∑
n=0
φn,m ≤ 1. (37)
Proof. Set the scale parameter so that ∆˜ = 1, i.e., σ ≡ ∆, then
N−1
∑
n=0
φn,m =
N−1
∑
n=0
cn fΓ
(
tm; 1+ n∆˜, σ
)
=
N−1
∑
n=0
1
Γ(1+ n∆˜)
( tm
σ
)n∆˜
e−
tm
σ (38)
converges to 1 (from below) as N → ∞ since the terms inside the sum on the right hand
side of (38) take the form of the probability mass function of a Poisson distributed random
variable with rate parameter tmσ . We choose N so that the sum is approximately unity: let
X be a Poisson random variable with rate parameter
max
{tm}M−1m=0
tm
σ
=
(M− 1)∆
σ
= M− 1 (39)
and choose N as the (1− ε)-percentile point of X. That is
N ≡ min {n : P(X ≥ n) ≤ ε}. (40)
This completes the proof.
Note that (i) choosing the rate parameter as maxm=0,...,M−1 tmσ renders our choice of
N independent of tm and ensures that the threshold error is not exceeded for any tm; (ii)
this is only achievable when N > M; and (iii) ensuring that exactly ∑N−1n=0 φn,m = 1 for all
j ∈ {0, . . . , M− 1} (as opposed to it being approximately equal to unity) can be achieved
by re-defining φ0,m (a constant which depends on m) as
φ0,m ≡ (εm + 1)e− tmσ , (41)
where
εm =
∞
∑
n=N
1
n!
( tm
σ
)n
. (42)
Note that εm is increasing in m; therefore, it is upper-bounded by εM−1.
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4.3 Adaptive Model using Mittag-Leffler Functions
One drawback of the approach outlined above is the necessity for a single scale param-
eter σ. To allow for varying scale parameters, we generalize the Gamma densities using
Mittag-Leffler functions. In this context, the assumption that ∆˜ = 1 is no longer feasible
since σ is allowed to vary from one mixture component to another. To ensure summabil-
ity to unity, we generalize the Gamma density to one which uses a generalized form of
the exponential function. This can be achieved by replacing e− tσ in (23) with the reciprocal
of the (scaled) Mittag-Leffler function [Haubold et al., 2011]:
Eν(t) ≡
∞
∑
n=0
tn
Γ(1+ nν)
. (43)
Note that the exponential function is a special case of the Mittag-Leffler function obtained
when ν = 1; i.e., E1(t) ≡ et. We first generalize (23) as follows:
fM−L(t; β, σ, ν) =
1
σΓ(β)
( t
σ
)β−1[
Eν
(( t
σ
)ν)]−1, (44)
where the parameters β and σ are the location and scale parameters defined above and
the parameter ν depends on the discretization. Proposition 2 generalizes the summabil-
ity result in Proposition 1 to the adaptive case (i.e., varying scale parameters). It also
proposes a choice for the discretization constants, {cn,m}∞,M−1n,m=0 , where the discretization
varies by mixture component.
Proposition 2 (Mittag-Leffler Densities). Let ∆ and {τn}∞n=0 be as defined in Proposition 1.
Assume the pairs {tm, σm}M−1m=0 are sorted in increasing order and set cn,m ≡ σm for all n, m pairs.
Define ∆˜m ≡ ∆σm and the Mittag-Leffler densities
φn,m ≡ cn,m fM−L(tm; 1+ n∆˜m, σm, ∆˜m) = 1
Γ(1+ n∆˜m)
( tm
σm
)n∆˜m[
E∆˜m
(( tm
σm
)∆˜m)]−1 (45)
for n = 0, . . . and m = 0, . . . , M− 1. Then, there exists N < ∞ such that, for any 0 < ε < 1,
1− ε ≤
N−1
∑
n=0
φn,m ≤ 1. (46)
Proof. For each 0 ≤ m ≤ M − 1, let X˜m be the generalized hyper-Poisson random vari-
able proposed by [Chakraborty and Ong, 2017] and let pX˜m denote its probability mass
function with parameters am and bm:
P(X˜m = n) ≡ pX˜m(n; am, bm) = anm
1
Γ(1+ nbm)Ebm(am)
. (47)
Set am ≡
(
tm/σm
)∆˜m and bm ≡ ∆˜m = ∆/σm. Then for each m, the set {φn,m}∞n=0 in (45) is
a probability mass function of a hyper-Poisson random variable. Hence,
lim
N↑∞
N−1
∑
n=0
φn,m = 1. (48)
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Setting
N ≡ min {n : P(X˜m ≥ n) ≤ ε, for 0 ≤ m ≤ M− 1} = min {n : P(X˜M−1 ≥ n) ≤ ε}
(49)
completes the proof.
We may ensure that ∑N−1n=0 φn,m = 1 exactly by re-defining
φ0,m ≡ (ε˜m + 1)
[
E∆˜m
(
(tm/σm)∆˜m
)]−1, (50)
where
ε˜m =
∞
∑
n=N
1
Γ(1+ n∆˜m)
( tm
σm
)n∆˜m
. (51)
Observe that in a Mittag-Leffler (M-L) mixture, multiple mixture densities (of variable
scale σm) may be associated with the same travel time tm (same location parameter); this
implies that M > N is possible. Similarly, the set {σm}M−1m=0 need not have distinct values.
Nonetheless, the above analysis shows that necessarily N > M′, where M′ denotes the
number of distinct values of the times {tm}M−1m=0 .
5 Numerical Optimization
In what follows, the (constrained) LASSO problem (34) is considered by taking Ω = RM+
(the positive orthant) as opposed to Ω = {θ ∈ RM+ |∑M−1m=0 θm = 1} (the probability
simplex). This is done purposefully for two reasons. First, this choice yields more
efficient numerical optimization methods, which is especially important for real-time
learning (effectively, the projection to the positive orthant is much simpler than the pro-
jection to the simplex, which requires sorting). Second, and more importantly, setting
Ω = {θ ∈ RM+ |∑M−1m=0 θm = 1} would result in the optimization problem:
minimize
θ≥0
1
2
∥∥ p̂−Φθ∥∥22 + w1>θ
subject to 1>θ = 1,
which is equivalent to
minimize
θ≥0
1
2
∥∥ p̂−Φθ∥∥22
subject to 1>θ = 1
since the second term in the objective is determined by the equality constraint (1 is a
vector of 1s of size M). This leaves no control over sparsity, since the objective no longer
depends on the control parameter w. This is clearly an undesirable feature when aiming
for parsimonious solutions in a controllable fashion, and justifies our choice of selecting
Ω = RM+ in what follows. Ensuring that ∑
N−1
n=0 pn = 1 (exactly) can be achieved with a
zero-overhead post-processing mechanism. This strategy is described in Appendix B.
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LASSO (34) is a convex problem [Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004] and there exist a
multitude of schemes for solving it numerically. Aside from generic convex solvers such
as CVX [Grant and Boyd, 2014], many numerical optimization methods have been de-
veloped: these include applications of the fast proximal gradient method of Nesterov
[2013] such as [Beck and Teboulle, 2009, Wright et al., 2009], of the Alternating Direction
Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [Parikh and Boyd, 2014] such as [Afonso et al., 2010],
and of interior point methods [Kim et al., 2007]. Recently, a quasi-Newton solver featur-
ing substantial acceleration for high-accuracy solutions was devised by [Sopasakis et al.,
2016].
In this paper, we considerΩ = RM+ , a constrained LASSO problem (with non-negative
weights):
minimize
θ∈RM+1+
1
2
∥∥ p̂−Φθ∥∥22 + w1>θ, (52)
which has a differentiable objective and very simple constraint set. For the adaptive case, spar-
sity can be improved using a scaled regularizer as described in Appendix C. We imple-
ment a fast projected gradient method for this problem and use the log-barrier interior-
point method (l1 ls) based on the analysis in [Kim et al., 2007]. We set a logarithmic
barrier for the non-negative constraints as −∑Mm=0 log(θm) and augment the objective
function to obtain the associated centering problem
minimize
θ∈RM+1
z
2
∥∥ p̂−Φθ∥∥22 + zw M∑
m=0
θm −
M
∑
m=0
log(θi), (53)
where the centering problem becomes equivalent to the original as z→ +∞.
Post-processing methods that are geared towards de-biasing the solution and tech-
niques for selecting the regularization parameter w are presented in Appendix D and
Appendix E, respectively.
6 Recursive Estimation
The sparse density estimation methods that we have presented thus far implicitly assume
that the travel times are all available for density estimation purposes. This is an inherent
issue with traditional data analysis methods that naturally amount to offline data process-
ing . In order to capture real-time variation in travel time (for instance due to recurrent
or non-recurrent events), this section presents an efficient online algorithm that operates
directly on streaming measurements. Our approach is inspired by and extends [Freris
et al., 2013a,b] and [Sopasakis et al., 2016] on recursive compressed sensing, which applies
LASSO to successive overlapping windows of the data stream.
The key observation is that the dimensionality of our problem M (size of θ) does not
depend on the size of the dataset S, but depends solely upon the granularity of time
discretization (as well as the choice of scale parameters for M-L mixture component den-
sities). For efficient sparse density estimation using streaming data, it is important to de-
vise a method that (i) efficiently updates the Parzen density based on new measurements
and (ii) provides fast numerical solutions to the LASSO problem, (52). Satisfying these
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two requirements ensures that the resulting method is suitable for an online implemen-
tation subject to high frequency streaming measurements and stringent real-time con-
straints in estimating variable densities. To accomplish the second requirement, we pro-
pose using warm-starting in solving (52), i.e., we use the previously obtained estimate θ̂
as a starting point to an iterative LASSO solver (while properly updating the Parzen vec-
tor p̂). This is advantageous and leads to a substantial acceleration; see the experiments
in Section 7.5. We demonstrate how the first requirement can be satisfied by considering
two scenarios: (i) sequential processing of travel times, i.e., more data become available from
the ‘same’ underlying distribution, whence the changes in estimated parameter θ̂ reflect
enhancing the learning outcome based on new data, and (ii) a rolling-horizon setup, in
which data are processed via windowing so as to track dynamic (within-day) variability
in the travel time distributions in real-time. This can also be used for anomaly detection,
for instance, to identify incidents based on abrupt changes in the travel time distribution.
We briefly discuss the two scenarios below. We assume, without any loss in generality,
that the online algorithm accepts streaming travel time data and processes the data one
observation at a time.
6.1 Sequential Data Processing
We consider a stream of travel time data {T1, T2, . . .} and without loss of generality, we
assume that they belong in the set {τn}N−1n=0 . Sequential processing amounts to learning
the underlying mixture densities corresponding to using the first K+ 1 data points based
on the estimated mixture using the first K data point, for K ∈ Z+. The Kth LASSO
problem is
θ̂(K) ∈ argmin
θ∈Ω
1
2
∥∥ p̂(K) −Φθ∥∥22 + w1>θ. (54)
Observe that the matrix Φ does not depend on K, but depends on our choice of time dis-
cretization (as well as the scale parameters). As explained above, we use warm-starting
to obtain the solution θ̂(K+1) while using as starting point to our numerical solver the
previous solution θ̂(K). The Parzen density (28) is recursively updated as follows:
f̂ (K+1)(t) =
K
K + 1
f̂ (K)(t) +
1
K + 1
κh(t− TK+1). (55)
Since we consider discretized data, the values κh(t − tj) can be precomputed for t ∈
{τn}N−1n=0 and j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. Let us define the matrix Ψ ∈ RN×N (depending ex-
clusively on time discretization, where the jth column of Ψ, denoted by Ψj, is given by:
Ψj = [κh(τ0 − tj) . . . κh(τN−1 − tj)]>. (56)
Therefore, the vector p̂(K+1) can be obtained from p̂(K) along with the new data point
TK+1 using O(N) operations as follows:
p̂(K+1) =
K
K + 1
p̂(K) +
1
K + 1
ΨTK+1 , (57)
where ΨTK+1 ∈ RN is the column of Ψ corresponding to the (discretized) travel time TK+1.
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6.2 Rolling-Horizon Data Processing
This recursive scheme allows real-time streaming data to be incorporated into the model
as they arrive, and gradually removes old data that becomes irrelevant. This is achieved
by sampling the input stream recursively via overlapping windowing, rather than using
all historical data available to learn the model parameters. This enables the sparse den-
sity model to adapt to changes in the underlying data distribution (due, for example, to
within-day variability in traffic conditions).
We define T(j)W to be the jth window taken from the streaming travel time data of
length W. Without loss of generality, we will assume a fixed window of length W, and for
a travel time data stream {T1, T2, . . .}, we define T(j)W ≡ {Tj, . . . , Tj+W−1} and, similarly,
T
(j+1)
W ≡ {Tj+1, . . . , Tj+W} to be two consecutive windows.
Denoting the Parzen density corresponding to travel times in T(j)W by p̂
(j), learning
from the jth window amounts to solving
θ̂(j) ∈ argmin
θ∈Ω
1
2
∥∥ p̂(j) −Φθ∥∥22 + w1>θ. (58)
Noting the overlap between two consecutive windows, the {θ̂(j)} sequence of parameters
can be estimated recursively: this can be achieved by leveraging the solution obtained
from the data in the jth window to warm-start the iterative solver for LASSO in window
j + 1. The Parzen density (28) associated with travel time t ∈ R+ corresponding to the
jth window is given by
f̂ (j)(t) =
1
W
j+W−1
∑
l=j
κh(t− tl). (59)
Thus, the empirical PW estimator can be viewed as a sliding empirical density estimator
with a shifted kernel κh(t− Tj+W) being added for every successive window, while the
outdated kernel κh(t− Tj) is removed, i.e.,
f̂ (j+1)(t) = f̂ (j)(t) +
1
W
[κh(t− Tj+W)− κh(t− Tj)]. (60)
Again, the vector p̂(j+1) can be obtained from p̂(j) very efficiently using O(N) operations,
as follows:
p̂(j+1) = p̂(j)(t) +
1
W
(ΨTj+W −ΨTj), (61)
where again ΨTj+W ,ΨTj ∈ RN are the columns of Ψ corresponding to the (discretized)
travel times Tj+W , Tj, respectively. Owing to the substantial overlap between consecutive
data windows, the optimal solution to the (j + 1)th problem is expected to be close to
that of the previous problem. This leads to substantial acceleration in solving successive
LASSO problems as demonstrated in Section 7.5.
7 Experimental Validation
In this section, we present numerical experiments that demonstrate the merits of our
methods on real-life datasets.
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7.1 Numerical Testing
We first tested the performance of the proposed approach on a synthetic dataset, using
a known bi-modal probability density. The example we consider compares the perfor-
mance of a Gaussian mixture and the proposed mixture density using M-L functions.
For this example, a data set of S randomly drawn samples was used to construct the den-
sity estimate and a separate (out of sample) test data set of size Stest was used to calculate
the out-of-sample rooted-mean square error (RMSEoos) defined by
RMSEoos =
√√√√ 1
Stest
Stest
∑
j=1
(
f̂ (tj)− f (tj)
)2
. (62)
The (true) density to be estimated is given by a mixture of two densities: a Gaussian and
a Laplacian with equal weights (0.5):
f (t) = 0.5
1√
200pi
e−
(t−60)2
200 + 0.5
0.2
2
e−0.2|t−30|. (63)
The density estimation was carried out using a data sample of size S = 2000, while the
error is reported for an out-of-sample dataset with Stest = 10, 000. For travel times, we
considered uniform per-second discretization of the interval [1, 300]s, i.e., M′ = 300. The
scale parameter σm was allowed ten values {1, 2, . . . , 10} (therefore M = 10M′ = 3000)
for both Gaussian and M-L mixture densities. For both cases, we set N = 2M′ = 600,
corresponding to uniform per-second discretization of the interval [1, 600] seconds. For
this example, all computations were performed using Matlab and CVX [Grant and Boyd,
2014] for numerical optimization. The test was performed ten times and average values
are reported. A representative comparison between the density obtained using our pro-
posed approach (for both Gaussian and M-L kernels), the PW density (using Gaussian
kernel with variance h = 1.5), and the true density is presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: True PDF vs. PW PDF vs. sparse mixture density PDF; (a) sparse density with
Gaussian mixture component densities, (b) sparse density with M-L mixture component
densities.
From this figure, it is evident that the sparse mixture estimators provide a very good
fit to the true distribution, as is also shown in Table 1 (where RMSEoos is reported within
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±1 standard deviation). The achieved sparsity was less than 5% and 0.4% of the sample
sizes in the case of the Gaussian and M-L cases, respectively. This indicates that using
M-L mixture densities promotes higher sparsity than using Gaussian mixture densities,
i.e., higher compression rate, while at the same time achieving an order of magnitude
improvement in goodness-of-fit, cf. Table 1. In fact, the proposed sparse M-L estimator
even outperformed PW in terms of accuracy, which perfectly demonstrates the superior
fitting capabilities of our model.
Table 1: Performance comparison on synthetic data.
Method RMSEoos Number of mixture components
PW estimator 5.50e-04 ± 9.96e-05 2000
Sparse Gaussian estimator 3.3e-03 ± 1.92e-05 95
Sparse M-L Estimator 4.49e-04 ± 1.16e-04 7
7.2 Experiments on Real Datasets
7.2.1 Dataset Description
The sparse mixture density estimation approach proposed was applied to travel times
extracted from vehicle trajectories made available by the Next Generation SIMulation
(NGSIM) program Peachtree Street dataset (http://ngsim-community.org). The arte-
rial section is approximately 640 meters (2100 feet) in length, with five intersections and
two or three through lanes in each direction. The section is divided into six intersection-
to-intersection segments which are numbered from one to six, running from south to
north. Of the five intersections, four are signalized while intersection 4 is un-signalized.
The Peachtree Street data consists of two 15-minute time periods: 12:45PM to 1:00PM
(noon dataset) and 4:00PM to 4:15PM (PM dataset). The dataset includes detailed indi-
vidual vehicle trajectories with time and location stamps, from which the travel times of
individual vehicles on each link were extracted. In this study, the link travel time is the
time a vehicle spends from the instant it enters the arterial link to the instant it passes the
stop-bar at the end of the link (i.e., the time spent at intersections is excluded).
The second dataset we used contains vehicle trajectory data collected under the NGSIM
program on eastbound I-80 in the San Francisco Bay area in April 2005. The study area
is approximately 500 meters in length and consists of six expressway lanes, including a
high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lane and an on-ramp (see Punzo et al. [2011] for details).
Using seven cameras mounted on top of a 30-story building adjacent to the expressway,
a total of 5648 vehicle trajectories were captured on this road section in three 15-minute
intervals: 4.00PM to 4.15PM; 5.00PM to 5:15PM; and 5:15PM to 5.30PM. These periods
represent the build-up of congestion, the transition between uncongested and congested
conditions, and full congestion during the peak period, respectively.
7.2.2 Fitting Results and Comparisons
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we have chosen to
estimate the travel time distributions of southbound traffic on the signalized arterial links
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along Peachtree Street for the two time periods. We used Gaussian component densities
for the empirical distribution p̂ (the PW density), where the bandwidth h was calculated
according to the (standard) approximation proposed by Silverman [1986]: h = 1.06ςS−1/5
is picked to minimize the integral mean-square error (where ς is the sample variance and
S is the sample size). For the M-L mixture, we used M′ = 300 location parameters with
scale parameters in the set σm ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} (i.e., M = 1500 mixture components were
used in the estimation procedure).
Figure 5 (a) shows the PW PDF and the estimated sparse PDF (using M-L functions)
for the travel times of the southbound vehicles during the noon period. The fitted distri-
bution is clearly bi-modal and closely follows the PW PDF. The bi-modality of the travel
time distribution can be attributed to the presence of two traffic states: non-stopped ve-
hicles along the entire corridor in the southbound direction and stopped vehicles expe-
riencing delay at one or more of the signals. Observe that while the number of mixture
components required to calculate the PW density is equal to the number of data samples
(58 for this case), the proposed estimation algorithm achieves a similar accuracy with a
much sparser representation: only four M-L mixture components were needed; i.e., a com-
pression rate of about 15:1.
We compared our approach against the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [Bishop,
2006], the prevalent method for estimation of Gaussian mixture models [Wan et al., 2014].
The EM algorithm (using Gaussian mixtures) has been widely used for the estimation of
travel time densities, despite its slow rate of convergence [Wu, 1983, Archambeau et al.,
2003], and the dependence of the parameter estimates on the choice of the initial values
[Biernacki et al., 2003]. The commonly adopted method to prevent the EM algorithm
from getting trapped in local minima is to start the algorithm with different initial ran-
dom guesses [Wan et al., 2014]. The importance of properly defining the stopping cri-
terion to ensure that the parameters converge to the global maximum of the likelihood
function has been highlighted in [Karlis and Xekalaki, 2003, Abbi et al., 2008]. In all our
experiments, we used ten randomly selected initial estimates; for termination criterion,
we used tolerance threshold (selected as 10−3) on the absolute difference between two
successive root-mean squared error (RMSE) estimates, where
RMSE =
√√√√ 1
N
N
∑
j=1
(
p̂(tj)− p(tj)
)2. (64)
A known issue with the EM algorithm is that it requires predetermining the number
of mixture components. This is in contrast to our method, which optimally determines
the number of mixture components concurrently with the fitting procedure. Given the number
of mixture components, the EM algorithm is an iterative method used to estimate the
mean and variance of each Gaussian mixture density, along with the weight vector θ.
Note that the EM algorithm solves for maximum-likelihood estimates of the mixture distribution
parameters; it does not minimize the RMSE. Figure 5 and Table 2 summarize the results. The
optimal sparse fitting contains four M-L mixture components and we also tested the EM
algorithm with two, four and six Gaussian mixture components. Increasing the number
of components in the EM algorithm increases (i.e., improves) the log-likelihood but the
RMSE tends to get worse beyond two mixture components. This is indicative of the
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Figure 5: Travel time densities of Peachtree Street (southbound, noon) depicting the loca-
tions of the travel time samples (green circles along the horizontal axis); (a) M-L mixture
densities vs. Parzen density, (b) Gaussian mixture with two modes vs. Parzen density,
(c) Gaussian mixture with four modes vs. Parzen density, (d) Gaussian mixture with six
modes vs. Parzen density.
Table 2: Performance comparison: M-L vs. EM.
Method No. mixture components RMSE Log-likelihood
Sparse M-L Estimator 4 0.0004 N/A
EM 2 0.0009 0.0021
EM 4 0.0012 0.0029
EM 6 0.0063 0.0152
EM algorithm’s tendency to over-fit to artifacts in the data with larger numbers of mixture
components. This is indicative of a susceptibility to data errors of the EM algorithm. (This
is a well-known weakness of log-likelihood maximization as opposed to least-squares
estimation.) In contrast, our model has the favorable property that the goodness-of-fit
typically increases with the number of mixture components used. Figure 6 illustrates
this using travel times from another dataset (namely, I-80): we evaluated the RMSE for
our sparse density estimator vs. the EM algorithm with varying numbers of mixture
components (for M-L component densities, we varied the regularizing parameter w so as
to achieve different sparsity levels).
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Figure 6: Fitting accuracy of Sparse Density Estimator vs EM for variable number of
components; dataset: I-80.
7.3 Inference with Parsimonious Models
In order to highlight the predictive capabilities and interpretability of parsimonious mod-
els, we have tested our method on hold-out real data from the I-80 dataset: We divided the
bulk of the I-80 data in two parts (corresponding to different timestamps ): (i) a training
dataset and (ii) a hold-out test dataset (where we selected a ratio of 4 : 1 for training vs.
test data). We then fit our model using the training data and tested its performance (mea-
sured via goodness-of-fit) on the hold-out test data. It is worth noting that this scenario
is a challenging one due to the heterogeneity of the travel times recorded over intervals
of variable traffic conditions. The results are reported in Figure 7: Figure 7 (a) plots the
PW on the training and hold-out data, along with the sparse density obtained using M-L
mixture densities (12 mixture components were used by our sparse density estimator in
this case); Figure 7 (b) plots the fitting error (RMSE) for both our method and the EM
algorithm using a varying number of mixture components, namely 1-12. It is evident
from this experiment that our method clearly outperformed the EM algorithm in terms
of higher fitting accuracy on hold-out data.
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Figure 7: (a) Parzen density for training data, hold-out data, and fitted sparse density,
(b) Fitting error on hold-out data: M-L sparse density estimator (straight line in black) vs
EM algorithm for variable number of mixture components (blue); dataset: I-80.
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We tested our method vs. `2−regularization on the Peachtree (northbound, noon)
dataset. For both methods, we chose M = 1500 M-L mixture components for model selec-
tion (M′ = 300 and a scale parameter set σm ∈ {0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 1.5}). For `2-regularization,
the value w˜ was selected from the set {5 · 10−5, 5 · 10−4, 5 · 10−3, 5 · 10−2, 5 · 10−1} by
5 : 1 cross-validation. Figure 8 illustrates the results. Both methods achieved an RMSE
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Figure 8: Weight vector θ (a) using `2-regularization (b) using sparse density estimation
(`1−regularization); dataset: Peachtree (northbound, noon).
of about 0.008. Nonetheless, the number of mixture components (and corresponding
weights) that need to be stored to re-create and predict the travel time distribution was
substantially reduced to only 5 M-L mixture densities using sparse density estimation
(from 84 needed for `2− regularization). In addition to reduced storage requirements,
the sparse density estimate allows for making inference with ease about the underlying
data through the selected mixture components and their corresponding weights. For in-
stance, the selected M-L components indicate that the underlying travel time data can
be approximated well by two peaks located at around t = 11 and t = 45. On the other
hand, the mixture components selected by the `2-norm regularization are much less in-
formative. This parsimony is further illustrated in Figure 9 where the experiment was
conducted on the I-80 dataset.
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Figure 9: Sparse density estimation, I-80.
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7.4 Merits of Mittag-Leffler Mixture Densities
In this section, we demonstrate the superiority of the adaptive approach with M-L mix-
ture densities over the non-adaptive (Gamma mixture densities with a single-scale pa-
rameter σ) in terms of parsimony. For this case study, we considered the travel time
distribution of the northbound traffic along Peachtree street in the noon time period.
The sparse density estimation was first carried out using the M-L mixture densities with
σm ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and then using Gamma mixture densities with single parameter σ = 1.
The solutions are depicted in Figure 10(a) and Figure 10(b) respectively, where we have
used M = 1500 (M′ = 300 uniform per-second discretization) for the M-L mixture den-
sities and M = 300 for the Gamma mixture densities. The figures indicate that the travel
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Figure 10: Weight vector θ for (a) M-L mixture densities (b) Gamma mixture densities;
dataset: Peachtree (northbound, noon).
time density can be efficiently represented using two dominant modes (with different
scale parameters). However, in the case of the Gamma mixture, a much larger number
of components was required. Although using a σ = 5 reduces the number of Gamma
mixture components required to 2, the sparse Gamma estimate cannot accurately cap-
ture the shape of the distribution, as shown in Figure 11(a); in contrast, the estimated
M-L mixture is indistinguishable from the PW density, as depicted in Figure 11(b).
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Figure 11: Travel time densities of Peachtree Street (northbound, noon): (a) Gamma mix-
ture, (b) M-L mixture.
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Interpreting the results. From the weight vector of the M-L mixture in Figure 10(a),
it is clear that the predominant mixture components associated with the highest weights
are the M-L densities with σ = 5 located at t = 97 seconds, and σ = 3 located at t = 158.
From this alone, we can infer the most likely travel times of the northbound (noon) traffic
along Peachtree street, whereas the weight vector associated with the Gamma mixture is
not quite as informative.
7.5 Real-World Testing of Recursive Algorithm
The recursive algorithm on streaming data was tested using the I-80 dataset. We track the
changes in the travel time density on I-80 using the recursive algorithm, by taking a fixed
window size of W = 100 travel time samples for each instance of sparse density estima-
tion (along with parameters M′ = 300, N = 600 corresponding to per-second uniform
discretization and scale parameters σm ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, whence M = 1500 M-L mixture
components are considered). By processing the newly arriving samples one at a time
(and simultaneously discarding the oldest ones), the density is constantly updated with
time following the mechanism presented in Section 6.2. The travel time densities for the
PM peak period predicted by the recursive algorithm are depicted in Figure 12, where
we can observe that the number of modes, as well as their locations, vary significantly
over time.
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Figure 12: Time varying travel time density on I-80 (eastbound, PM).
For the first time period under consideration, the travel time density at (a representa-
tive) time of 4:04PM is plotted; clearly, the density can be captured by a bi-modal distri-
bution. This corresponds to the uncongested period where the travel times of nearly all
the vehicles are below 80 seconds. However, at about 5:08PM (which represents the time
when congestion begins to build up), the number of modes increases to 3, introducing a
new cluster of vehicles with travel times between 70 and 120 seconds. After congestion
has set in, the number of modes again reduces to 2 in the third time-period, and the loca-
tions of these modes indicate that the travel times of all vehicles have increased. In brief,
these results highlight the capability of the recursive algorithm to track the varying travel
time density in real-time, in a means that is also robust to the variations encountered by
individual vehicles. The model parameters estimated by the recursive algorithm reflect
the underlying traffic conditions, and can capture the multi-modality in these distribu-
tions very efficiently.
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The run-time was reported to be just over 2.5 minutes for recursive estimation vs.
about 2.5 hours using the standard method (non-recursive one). This experiment solidi-
fies our claim for the feasibility of a truly real-time implementation of our methods (note
that a run-time of 2.5 minutes was needed to track the variability over an interval of 45
minutes). A series of snapshots illustrating the dynamic variation of densities is given in
Figure 13.
Figure 13: Recursive estimation of travel time densities: a snapshot of density evolution
in real-time; dataset: I-80.
8 Conclusions
We have introduced an efficient model-based approach for estimating travel time dis-
tributions in urban networks. Our methods employ sparse model selection on a mix-
ture density to obtain parsimonious estimates that accurately characterize measured his-
tograms of travel times. The numerical examples employed in the paper demonstrate
that the proposed approach is a viable alternative to existing density estimation tech-
niques and yields estimates with (i) higher goodness-of-fit, (ii) substantial compression
compared to the Parzen estimates (i.e., the histogram), and (iii) robustness to over-fitting.
In this sparsity-seeking framework, ensuring integrability of the mixture densities
(i.e., ensuring that the resulting function is a PDF) cannot be achieved by normalization as
is traditionally done. For this purpose, we have developed a new mixture using Mittag-
Leffler functions which was shown to outperform Gaussian mixtures in terms of both
accuracy and parsimony.
Most learning algorithms, including sparse model selection, are naturally offline in
the sense that they operate on the entirety of a given dataset. To address the crucial
problem of online travel time estimation, we have proposed algorithms that directly op-
erate on streaming data measurements in two settings: (i) successively improving the
fitting fidelity when new data become available and (ii) tracking the variability of the
travel times in real-time. Our experiments demonstrate a speed-up of several orders of
magnitude over offline data analysis.
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Appendix A Notation
General
Z+, R+ The non-negative integers and non-negative real numbers, respectively
i The imaginary unit, i ≡ √−1
1{conditon} The indicator function, maps to 1 if conditon is true and maps to 0 otherwise
B The Beta function
Γ The Gamma function
Eν Mittag-Leffler function with parameter ν, Eν(t) = ∑∞n=0
tn
Γ(1+nν)
‖ · ‖ Norm, e.g., ‖y‖2 is the L2 norm of y
Traffic-Flow
C(x) Vehicle crossing time at position x
Π(x) Macroscopic pace at position x
ρ Traffic density
V Equilibrium speed function
Q Equilibrium flux function (fundamental diagram), Q(ρ) = ρV(ρ)
P Equilibrium pace function, which maps traffic density to pace, P(ρ) =
1/V(ρ)
ρjam Jammed traffic density, V(ρjam) = 0
vfr Free-flow speed, V(0) = vfr
vb Backward wave speed, ddρQ(ρjam) = vb
Probabilities and Related Notions
E The expectation operator
( mk1 ... k j) The multinomial coefficient, (
m
k1 ... k j
) ≡ m!k1!·...·k j !
fX The probability density function (PDF) associated with continuous random
variable X
pX The probability mass function (PMF) associated with discrete random vari-
able X
ϕX The characteristic function associated with random variable X, ϕX(s) ≡
EeisX
f (y; µ) A PDF evaluated at y with parameter (vector) µ. We casually write f (y)
ignoring the argument µ, so as to lighten notation.
p(y; µ) A PMF evaluated at y with parameter (vector) µ. We casually write p(y)
ignoring the argument µ, so as to lighten notation.
fΓ The PDF of a Gamma distributed random variable
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fM−L Mittag-Leffler PDF, fM−L(t; β, σ, b) = 1σΓ(β)
(
t
σ
)β−1[
Eν
(( t
σ
)c)]−1
fρ The PDF of traffic density
fΠ The PDF of pace
fT The PDF of travel time
ϕΠ The characteristic function of pace
ϕΓ The characteristic function of a Gamma distributed random variable
Travel Time Data, Empirical Distributions, and Estimated Distributions
w Regularization parameter
T1, . . . , TS A sample of S travel times
T
(j)
W The jth window taken from stream travel time data, T
(j)
W =
{Tj, . . . , Tj+W−1}, where W is the window width
∆ Time discretization constant
{τn}N−1n=0 A set of discrete travel times, defining the support (or domain) of the PMFs,
tn = n∆
{tm}M−1m=0 A subset of {τn}N−1n=0 representing the locations of the mixture PDFs
τ A function that maps a continuous travel time t to a discrete travel τn (τn is
the representative of t in the discrete set)
f̂ Empirical distribution of travel times, also known as the Parzen Window
(PW) estimator. f̂ (t) is the frequency of travel time t ∈ R+, as established
empirically.
kh A kernel, window, or bin of width h; kh(t− Tj) provides a measure of the
distance between travel time t ∈ R+ and the data point Tj.
f Mixture PDF (to be estimated)
φm The m mixture component of f (a PDF)
θm The weight associated with the mth mixture component
θ M dimensional vector of mixture weights
p̂ Discrete empirical distribution, an N dimensional vector p̂ =
[ p̂0 . . . p̂N−1]> with p̂n ∝ f̂ (τn)
p Discrete mixture distribution, an N dimensional vector p = [p0 . . . pN−1]
>
with pn ∝ f (τn)
cn Discretization constant used to define the discrete component densities;
specifically, φn,m ≡ cnφm(τn)
Φ The matrix [φn,m] ∈ RN×M+ : we have p = Φθ
Ψ A N × N matrix with elements Ψn,i = κh(τn − τi)
f̂ (K) Parzen density established using the fist K travel times {T1, . . . , TK}
f̂ (j) Parzen density established using travel time data T(j)W
p̂(K) Discrete empirical distribution established using the fist K travel times
{T1, . . . , TK}
p̂(j) Discrete empirical distribution established using travel time data T(j)W
θ̂(K) Estimated mixture weights using the first K travel times {T1, . . . , TK}
θ̂(j) Estimated mixture weights using travel time data T(j)W
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Appendix B Ensuring Summability of Mixture Weights to Unity
Let [θ∗0 . . . θ∗M−1]
> solve (34), where (for the sake of generality) the matrix elements φn,m
are given by (45). Suppose ∑M−1m=0 θ
∗
m < 1 . To address the summability to unity issue, we
may append a single component density to the solution with negligible impact on the
outcome. Consider the vector ψ(t′, σ′) ∈ RN , the elements of which are given by
ψn(t′, σ′) ≡ σ′ fM−L
(
t′; 1+
τn
σ′
, σ′
)
, (65)
for n = 0, 1, . . . N − 1. The parameters t′ and σ′ are chosen so that
max
n∈{0,...,N−1}
ψn(t′, σ′) ≤ ε, (66)
for some predefined tolerance threshold ε > 0. Define ∆′ ≡ ∆σ′ so that ψn(t′, σ′) =
σ′ fM−L(t′; 1+ n∆′, σ′). Consider a choice of t′ and σ′ so that t
′
σ′ = 1, then
max
n∈{0,...,N−1}
σ′ fM−L(t′; 1+ n∆′, σ′) = max
n∈{0,...,N−1}
1
Γ(1+ n∆′)E∆′(1)
. (67)
A well-known property of the Gamma function is that it achieves a global minimum in
R+, which is Γ(xmin) = 0.885603 (for xmin = 1.461632). Consequently,
max
n∈{0,...,N−1}
ψn(t′, σ′) ≤ 10.88E∆′(1) (68)
so that σ′ is chosen to ensure that
E ∆
σ′
(1) ≥ 1
0.88ε
. (69)
We now append ψ(t′, σ′) toΦ (as a column to the right) and set θ = [θ∗>, 1−∑M−1m=0 θ∗m]>.
First, notice that the choice of σ′ above does not depend on θ∗ (but depends exclusively
on the discretization interval ∆). Therefore, this calculation can be performed offline.
Since θM = 1− ∑M−1n=0 θ∗m < 1, by design, we know that the contribution of ψ(t′, σ′) to p
is smaller than ε (since its contribution to all support values {τn}N−1n=0 is smaller than ε).
This motivates restricting attention to LASSO constrained to the positive orthant (vs. the
probability simplex).
Appendix C Increasing the Sparsity
In the adaptive case, we can further increase the sparsity by scaling the weights θ in a way
that favors mixture components with larger scale parameters, as a type of preconditioning.
Formally, let Σ ∈ RM×M be a diagonal matrix with elements Σm,m = σm and consider the
following re-scaled version of the estimation problem:
minimize
θ∈Ω
1
2
∥∥ p̂−Φθ∥∥22 + w∥∥Σ−1θ∥∥1. (70)
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By modifying the weight vector in this way, we penalize each mixture component in
proportion to the inverse of its scale parameter. This is done to encourage the sparse
density algorithm to choose mixture components with larger scale parameters (hence,
fewer components) to capture the distribution. Informally, when two or more mixture
components yield a fitting accuracy comparable with one wider component, the latter
will be selected.
When Ω = RM+ , we have the constrained LASSO problem
minimize
θ∈RM+1+
1
2
∥∥ p̂−Φθ∥∥22 + w1>Σ−1θ, (71)
where a logarithmic barrier for the non-negative constraints can be augmented to the
objective function to obtain the associated centering problem
minimize
θ∈RM+1
z
2
∥∥ p̂−Φθ∥∥22 + zw M∑
m=0
1
σm
θm −
M
∑
m=0
log(θi). (72)
Appendix D Post-Processing
Once a numerical solution of LASSO (52) is obtained, it is important to numerically post-
process it. For example, we aim for ‘zero’ values in the solution vector θ, but this practi-
cally corresponds to very small entries. One simple yet effective way to define the zero
entries of θ is by thresholding, e.g., setting all entries |θi| < e‖θ‖∞ to zero, for some small
value of e, e.g. e = 10−3. After thresholding, the support of the solution supp(θ̂) (the set
of non-zero entries) and the corresponding number of non-zero entries sw ≡ |supp(θ)|
are determined. An additional way to improve sparsity is by combining nearby mixture
components that appear in the (thresholded) solution, i.e., mixture components whose
locations lie within a predetermined distance. Finally, we may improve the reconstruc-
tion fidelity by performing constrained least-squares on the resulting support: i.e., we
obtain a new matrix Φs ∈ RN×sw by selecting the set of columns of Φ corresponding to
the support, and perform constrained least-squares to update the entries θ̂s:
minimize
θs∈Ωs
∥∥ p̂−Φsθs∥∥22. (73)
This is usually referred to as a de-biasing step, where Ωs = Rsw+ .
Appendix E Choice of Regularization Parameter
The regularization parameter w controls the trade-off between sparsity and reconstruc-
tion error. If the regularization parameter w is sufficiently large most of the coefficients
are driven to zero, thus leading to a sparse model with only a few (relevant) mixture
density functions. However, this typically leads to poor fitting accuracy (low goodness-
of-fit). On the other hand, when w is sufficiently small one retrieves the best possible
fit (non-negative least-squares), which is (in general) not sparse: most (typically, all)
coefficients are non-zero. In selecting w, the aim is to balance the trade-off between
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goodness-of-fit and sparsity. The problem of choosing the appropriate regularization
parameter is crucial as it governs the selection of the sparsest model that can faithfully
reconstruct the underlying distribution of the data. One approach to select a suitable
w, which makes good use of the available dataset, is k-fold cross-validation [Efron and
Gong, 1983, Turney, 1994]. Notwithstanding, cross-validation techniques do not promote
sparsity in general, but are rather geared towards avoiding overfitting. Moreover, an issue
with cross-validation is that it does not lead to consistent model selection for LASSO.
We propose a simple scheme for tuning the parameter w to balance the trade-off be-
tween goodness-of-fit and sparsity. For this purpose, we use a metric inspired by the
analysis in [Reid et al., 2013, Sun and Zhang, 2012] on scaled-LASSO, namely
S2w ≡
‖ p̂−Φθ(w)‖22
M− sw , (74)
where sw ≡ |supp(θ(w))| is the cardinality of the support set (as determined via the
post-processing mechanism in Appendix D), i.e., the number of non-zero entries of the
solution vector. We use θ(w) to emphasize the dependence of the (constrained) LASSO
solution on the regularizing parameter w. The metric S2w in (74) captures the trade-off
between (i) goodness-of-fit, as measured by the squared `2−error ‖ p̂−Φθ(w)‖22 and (ii)
sparsity (M− sw) (the number of zeros in the solution θ): it is proportional to the former
and inversely proportional to the latter. Note, therefore, that seeking to minimize this
metric leads to aiming for simultaneously maximizing the goodness-of-fit and parsimony, and
this is exactly the approach that we adopt in this paper. Last, S2w is well-defined for
sw < M, i.e., it is not defined for values of w close to 0 where typically sw = M (S2w is
finite on a set (wmin,+∞) for some wmin > 0 because of the continuity of the optimal
solution θ in w); we may extend it to take the value infinity in such case (since a sparse
solution is desirable).
For w = 0, one retrieves the constrained least-squares solution:
minimize
θ∈Ω
∥∥ p̂−Φθ∥∥22, (75)
which serves as a lower bound for the squared `2−error (best possible goodness-of-fit)
but is known to be non-sparse (sw = M in most cases). For w > w0 where
w0 ≡ ‖Φ> p̂‖∞, (76)
the all-zero solution is retrieved (sw = 0); this maximizes sparsity but yields a squared
`2−error equal to ‖ p̂‖22. One may then search over variable values of w and select the
one that minimizes S2w. For example, we may consider values of w in a logarithmic scale:
starting from w0 we evaluate S2w for values wk = ηkw0 for some η ∈ (0, 1), e.g., η = 0.95
was chosen in our experiments, where k is successively increased until a termination
criterion is met. In our experiments we have considered:
‖ p̂−Φθ(wk+1)‖2 − ‖ p̂−Φθ(wk)‖2
‖ p̂−Φθ(wk)‖2 < e
′, (77)
with e′ = 10−3. An alternative is to achieve a desirable sparsity level exactly by means of
the search mechanism above in conjunction with bisection. This can be applied to all the
sparse estimation problems that we consider in this paper (see Figure 6 for illustration).
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